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Chapter I

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. The National Security Strategy (hereinafter: the ‘Strategy’) represents a set of provisions defining the development of a secure state. The Strategy stipulates the vital and primary interests of national security, the key risk factors, dangers and threats posed to these interests, sets the priorities and long- and medium-term tasks of the development of the national security system and foreign, defence and domestic policies. The Strategy is based on the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania, the Law of the Republic of Lithuania on the Basics of National Security, treaties of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (hereinafter: ‘NATO’) and the European Union (hereinafter: the ‘EU’) as well as on the strategic goals and guidelines stated in strategic security documents of NATO and the EU.

2. The Republic of Lithuania views its national security as safeguarding of interests of national security. The security policy of the Republic of Lithuania is open, transparent and non-confrontational. The Republic of Lithuania does not view any state as its enemy.

3. In shaping and implementing national security policy, the Republic of Lithuania acts in compliance with the universally recognized international legal norms, principles and commitments enshrined in documents of the United Nations Organization, the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe and the Council of Europe, contributes to international peace and all-encompassing security based on democratic values, law and justice.

4. The national security of the Republic of Lithuania is ensured by its citizens, their communities and organizations, the President of the Republic of Lithuania, the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania, the Government of the Republic of Lithuania, the Lithuanian Armed Forces, police, intelligence institutions and other institutions significant for national security.

Chapter II

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS OF NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY

5. National security is the basis for the prosperity of the State. Only a secure environment is capable of ensuring the functioning of a mature democratic constitutional order, sustainable economic growth, protection of human rights and freedoms, viability of civil society. The necessary condition of national security is contribution of civic-minded citizens to the country’s security and welfare, their preparedness to contribute to its defence under critical circumstances.

6. The national security of the Republic of Lithuania is strengthened by NATO and EU membership and the military presence of the United States of America (hereinafter: the ‘USA’) in Europe and the region. The strengthening of NATO collective defence, the increased military visibility of NATO and its allies in the country and the region act as a deterrent and a guarantee of security for the Republic of Lithuania. The EU provides additional guarantees of security and supports infrastructure projects of the Republic of Lithuania and other states of the region that increase the economic and energy security of the Baltic States.
7. The national security of the Republic of Lithuania is a part of indivisible security of NATO and the EU: a threat to one Member State of NATO or the EU is considered as a threat to the national security of the Republic of Lithuania; therefore, it is affected by challenges to regional, European and global security. The Republic of Lithuania bases its national security policy on the values common to NATO and the EU and implements it independently, in co-operation with other states and through international organizations.

8. In the current period the main threat for the security of the Republic of Lithuania is posed by aggressive actions of the Russian Federation violating the security architecture based on universal rules and principles of international law and peaceful co-existence. Aggression against the neighbouring countries, annexation of Crimea, the concentration of modern military equipment of the Russian Federation, its large scale offensive capabilities and their exercises near the borders of the Republic of Lithuania and other states, especially in Kaliningrad Region (Karaliaučius), cause international tension and threaten world peace. Capacity of the Russian Federation to use military and economic, energy, information and other non-military measures in combination against the neighbouring countries, ability to exploit and create internal problems of the states located in the Eastern neighbourhood of the Republic of Lithuania as well as preparedness of the Russian Federation to use a nuclear weapon even against the states which do not possess it is a challenge to the security of the Republic of Lithuania and the whole Euro-Atlantic community. These factors will affect national security not only in the short term but also in the future.

9. The security of the Republic of Lithuania directly and indirectly depends on long-term challenges in Europe's Southern neighbourhood. Growing religious extremism in these regions, frozen conflicts, unstable states with the power and security vacuum emerged in them create conditions for the spread of terrorism, uncontrolled migration, organized crime, humanitarian crises and constitute a serious challenge for the EU unity.

10. Domestic progress of the Republic of Lithuania is necessary for its security and sustainable national development, therefore, social exclusion, demographic, economic, energy, environmental issues as well as information, cyber and public security are an integral part of national security.

Chapter III

INTERESTS OF NATIONAL SECURITY OF THE REPUBLIC OF LITHUANIA

11. Vital interests of the national security of the Republic of Lithuania are the interests which are safeguarded by employing all lawful means and violation of which would pose a threat to the existence of the State of Lithuania and its society. The vital interests of the national security of the Republic of Lithuania are as follows:

11.1. sovereignty, territorial integrity, democratic constitutional order;
11.2. civil society, respect for human and citizen’s rights and freedoms and their protection;
11.3. peace and welfare in the State.
12. The primary interests of the national security of the Republic of Lithuania are the interests a failure to defend which would eventually result in a violation of the vital interests of the Republic of Lithuania. The primary interests of the national security of the Republic of Lithuania are as follows:

12.1. viability and unity of NATO and the EU, security, solidarity, democracy and welfare of all states of the Euro-Atlantic community;

12.2. security, stability, spreading of democratic and European values in all states located in the Eastern neighbourhood of the Republic of Lithuania;

12.3. sustainability of the State’s development: economic, energy, environmental, information, cyber, social security.

Chapter IV

THREATS, DANGERS AND RISK FACTORS

13. In a dynamic, complex and unpredictable security environment of the Republic of Lithuania, external and internal, military and non-military threats, dangers and risk factors are interlinked. Taking into account the changed security environment, conventional military threats to the Republic of Lithuania or any other country of the region are no longer theoretical while military and non-military (diplomatic, information, cyber, economic, energy, financial, legal) measures against the national security of the Republic of Lithuania may be used concurrently seeking to affect the most vulnerable areas of the State.

14. Threats, dangers and risk factors which must be given particular attention by the national security institutions are as follows:

14.1. conventional military threats caused by the Russian Federation’s capacity and will to use military force in order to achieve its objectives, concentration and development of its military capabilities in the neighbourhood of the Republic of Lithuania as well as military activities lacking transparency and demonstrating power at the borders of the Republic of Lithuania and other NATO member countries;

14.2. covert military and intelligence threats which are employed by foreign states and which may be used in the attempt to negatively impact the political system of the Republic of Lithuania, military capabilities, law and order, social and economic stability, to hinder the national and NATO decision making process, to put the unity of NATO and the EU to the test, to unlawfully obtain classified information;

14.3. threats to the unity of the Euro-Atlantic community – global or regional processes, activities of third parties weakening transatlantic relations, NATO’s commitments of collective defence, the EU’s capacities to implement a common policy;

14.4. regional and global instability – conflicts arising in the countries outside NATO and the EU the government of which is vulnerable to outside pressures and is not able to ensure effective control of the territory and security of the population, to solve economic, social problems as well as challenges posed by climate change. Causing large scale migration, humanitarian crises, encouraging terrorism, organized crime and disrupting the supply of strategically important
resources, these conflicts may have negative consequences for the countries of the region as well as the broader international community;

14.5. **terrorism, extremism, radicalization** – intentions and capabilities of persons supporting ideologies of religious and political extremism to commit terrorist offences in the Republic of Lithuania, terrorist activities of terrorist organizations operating in foreign states and persons associated with them, spreading of terrorist threats from the conflict regions;

14.6. **information threats** – military propaganda spread by certain states and non-state actors, warmongering and incitement to hatred, attempts to distort history as well as other un-substantiated and misleading information directed against the national security interests of the Republic of Lithuania which leads to distrust of and dissatisfaction with the State of Lithuania and its institutions, democracy, national defence, seeks to widen national and cultural divides and to weaken national identity and active citizenship, attempts to discredit Lithuania’s membership of NATO, NATO capabilities and the commitment to defend allies, to undermine citizens’ will to defend their state; also information activities that are aimed at influencing the country’s democratic or electoral processes or the party system, or that are targeted at the societies and policy makers of other Member States of the EU and NATO, seeking unfavourable decisions for the Republic of Lithuania;

14.7. **cyber threats** – actions in the cyber space aimed at disturbing the functioning of critical information infrastructures, activities of state institutions and economic sectors of importance for national security, obtaining classified or any other non-public information, committing other criminal acts and thus impairing the security of the State and its citizens;

14.8. **economic and energy dependence, economic vulnerability** – dominance in the economic sectors of strategic importance for national security of economic entities of states which do not meet the Euro-Atlantic integration criteria as well as economic entities of states which are members of political, military, economic and other unions and commonwealths of the states founded on the basis of the former USSR, intentions to take control of enterprises and equipment of strategic importance for national security and land parcels, operation of the Baltic states’ electricity system in the synchronous transmission grid of the Commonwealth of Independent States (IPS/UPS) hindering the management of the electrical system of the Republic of Lithuania and electricity flows through connectors with the Russian Federation and the Republic of Belarus; inadequate protection of enterprises and equipment of strategic importance for national security or use in violation of national interests, monopolization of the import of energy sources, disruption of the development and competitiveness of the transport system, insufficient diversification of export and investments;

14.9. **development of unsafe nuclear energy projects nearby the borders of the Republic of Lithuania**, non-compliance with international nuclear safety, radiation and environmental protection requirements in the process of designing, building and operating nuclear energy facilities by the Russian Federation and the Republic of Belarus, without conducting environmental impact assessment;

14.10. **social and regional exclusion, poverty** – growth of social exclusion among the regions and the high level of poverty of certain social groups decrease the society’s resilience to a nega-
tive external influence and propaganda, lead to distrust of state institutions and the political system of the Republic of Lithuania. Such trends may create a basis for the development of radical, extremist movements within the State and potentially destabilise the political system;

14.11. **demographic crisis** – a decreasing number of the Lithuanian population due to low birth rates, demographic ageing and the persistently large scale of emigration poses a threat to Lithuania’s long-term social, economic and political stability and economic development. Prolonged negative demographic trends dampen Lithuania’s economic potential, act as a brake on the growth of national economy and hamper the attainment of sustainable economic growth and welfare;

14.12. **corruption** – the spread of this phenomenon in the public sector, economy and business which may undermine legitimate interests of individuals and the State, discredit the rule of law, diminish the trust of citizens in democratic values, democratic state institutions and reduce the country’s attractiveness for foreign investors;

14.13. **organized crime** – the spreading of this phenomenon to the national economy and financial markets may cause a serious threat to public security, have a negative impact on the country’s economic and political life;

14.14. **emergency situations at national or international level** – situations which have occurred because of natural, technical, ecological or social events, outbreaks of contagious diseases threatening to cause a major danger and threat to the health and life of the majority of the population, the environment, to disturb public administration or the functioning of critical infrastructure. Such situations may increase in number due to negative consequences caused by the climate change and nuclear incidents;

14.15. **crisis of values** – disrespect for inherent human rights, downgrading of Christian values, family institution, liberal democracy and pluralistic society, spreading of anti-humanistic theories, religious doctrines and ideologies diminishing or denying the value of human life, inciting racial, national or religious discord, promoting or justifying violence, coercion and genocide.

Chapter V

**PRIORITIES AND OBJECTIVES OF NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY**

15. The priorities and objectives of the national security policy create conditions to develop, through the concerted efforts of the State and its citizens, and strengthen democracy, to ensure the internal and exterior security of the State, to deter any potential aggressor and to defend the independence, territorial integrity and constitutional order of the Republic of Lithuania.

16. External and internal factors which influence the national security of the Republic of Lithuania are interrelated; therefore, measures of foreign, defence and domestic policies aimed at enhancing national security must also be mutually consistent.

17. Strengthening of the national security pursued by the Republic of Lithuania will aim at forming a favourable security environment, preventing potential threats, dangers and risks, and
where it proves impossible to avoid them – at being ready to appropriately counter them using all measures and methods available to the State.

18. Priorities of the national security policy of the Republic of Lithuania and long-term and medium-term objectives are as follows:

18.1. strengthening of national defence capabilities. The foundation of defence of the Republic of Lithuania is the ability of the Lithuanian Armed Forces together with its allies to ensure credible deterrence, and in the case of failure to deter – to defend the Republic of Lithuania individually and together with allies. The Lithuanian Armed Forces must also be ready to fulfil the country’s international obligations. The Republic of Lithuania will:

18.1.1. consistently increase funding of national defence, so that at least two percent of the country’s GDP would be allocated in 2018 at the latest, while ensuring steady increase further on;

18.1.2. strengthen the combat capabilities of the Armed Forces, paying particular attention to land force combat capabilities, air surveillance and defence capabilities, fire support capabilities, storing stockpiles and ammunition;

18.1.3. man the Lithuanian Armed Forces using the mixed model of professional military servicemen, conscripts and national defence volunteers, and evaluate the possibilities of transition to the model of universal military service;

18.1.4. enlarge and strengthen the prepared reserve of military personnel so that it is sufficient, properly trained and equipped to meet needs of national defence; seek to maintain their defence and security competences;

18.1.5. maintain high readiness units of LAF intended for rapid response both to conventional military threats and local armed incidents and border violations which, by their very nature, are not equivalent to acts of aggression;

18.1.6. develop a mobilisation system, meeting the needs of an individual and collective defence as well as the host nation support capabilities and infrastructure which would enable a prompt and smooth deployment of Allied forces in the Republic of Lithuania and their actions in the territory of the country;

18.1.7. enhance the combat readiness of units of the institutions comprising the war time armed forces and the interoperability of institutions comprising the war time armed forces and other institutions responsible for public security with the Lithuanian Armed Forces;

18.2. enhancement of NATO collective defence. Strong and united NATO, capable of ensuring the security and defence of its member states, is the key security guarantee of the Republic of Lithuania. The Republic of Lithuania will:

18.2.1. contribute to strengthening of NATO collective defence capabilities, paying particular attention to the NATO Response Force, support development and regular review of the defence plans of NATO;

18.2.2. participate in strengthening NATO’s preparedness to counter hybrid threats, contribute to the development of NATO’s capabilities aimed at meeting the challenges in the areas of energy security, cyber defence and strategic communications;

18.2.3. strengthen NATO’s deterrence policy based on conventional and nuclear capabilities;

18.2.4. promote and support NATO’s decisions concerning long-term and substantial NATO
military presence in the Republic of Lithuania and the Baltic region ensuring credible deterrence, including the deployment of the Allied forces, prepositioning of armament and military equipment, and regular exercises;

18.2.5. develop the necessary infrastructure and provide host nation support for NATO exercises and training, as well as the Allied forces deployed in the Republic of Lithuania;

18.3. **Strengthening of NATO crisis management and partnerships.** The development of security and stability outside NATO strengthens directly and indirectly the security of the Republic of Lithuania and other NATO member countries, therefore, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.3.1. support NATO’s efforts to enhance security and stability in the neighbouring regions of NATO;

18.3.2. further support NATO’s enlargement and partnership policy, the strategic partnership and initiatives for organizational complementarity between NATO and the EU as well as enhancement of transatlantic relations;

18.3.3. contribute to NATO’s military and civil crises response capabilities allowing to effectively command and carry out international operations; also to strengthening of defence capacity building capabilities;

18.4. **Strengthening of EU’s unity and solidarity.** A united EU effectively and jointly defending its common interests, capable of acting and competing effectively under difficult geopolitical conditions and contributing to international security and stability is an important factor ensuring security and welfare of the Republic of Lithuania. The Republic of Lithuania will:

18.4.1. continue to actively participate in the decision-making at EU institutions necessary for the effective functioning and stability of the EU, support EU integration, especially in the areas of the internal market, common currency, interconnectivity of energy and transport networks, support decisions and actions co-ordinated at EU level with a view to reducing the external vulnerability of the EU Member States;

18.4.2. contribute to the development of the effective EU foreign, security and defence policy delivering added value, support the decisions regarding the policy towards third countries, taken jointly and based on international law, common EU security interests and solidarity, by participating in the activities of the European External Action Service, contributing to the development of European civil and military capabilities, first of all, by supporting the strengthening of EU civil instruments, EU’s resilience to hybrid threats and EU partnerships policy contributing to security in the Union’s neighbourhood and seeking to promote close cooperation between NATO and the EU and to avoid unnecessary duplication of structures;

18.4.3. actively participate in the implementation of the EU Eastern Neighbourhood Policy and support the EU enlargement process;

18.4.4. actively contribute to strengthening the EU energy union by supporting the EU decisions that promote a full integration of the Republic of Lithuania into the EU energy market and systems, including the electricity system synchronization with networks of the continental Europe, by supporting the energy solidarity among Member States, energy supply diversification and competitive market development, will participate in the formulation and implementation of the EU climate change and energy policy;
18.4.5. support the EU migration and asylum policy by taking care that the migration and refugee crisis caused by regional conflicts and other factors would not undermine the EU unity and stability;

18.4.6. contribute to the EU strategic communication capacity building and seek compatibility of the EU and NATO activities in this field;

18.5. *strengthening of bilateral and multilateral relations.* Seeking to strengthen co-operation with the neighbouring countries, develop integration of the Baltic and Nordic regions, relations with strategic partners, NATO and EU allies and contributing to promotion of democratic values in the Eastern neighbourhood, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.5.1. strengthen bilateral relations with the USA in the political, military, economic, energy security, social, cultural and other fields, develop co-operation within international organizations considering the strategic partnership with the USA to be one of the most important tools contributing to favourable security environment, and active membership of the USA in NATO and its military presence in the Republic of Lithuania and the Baltic region – the key guarantee of security of the Republic of Lithuania;

18.5.2. strengthen the strategic partnership and co-operation with the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Latvia and the Republic of Poland in the military, transport, energy security and other fields, seek the integration of European energy and transport systems through the development of joint infrastructure projects;

18.5.3. devote particular attention to bilateral and multilateral co-operation with the Baltic States and Nordic countries in security, politics, science and education, culture, economics, finance, energy, transport, environment protection and other fields. It will be sought that relations of these eight states and a more efficient use of resources would contribute to a successful representation of common interests at international organizations and in other countries. The Republic of Lithuania will also seek a more active co-operation between the Baltic States and Nordic countries in the field of security and defence, including possible joint military projects;

18.5.4. strengthen partnership with the EU and NATO Member States using traditional forms and means of bilateral and multilateral co-operation;

18.5.5. by developing the EU Eastern Partnership policy, continue active co-operation with the Republic of Armenia, the Republic of Azerbaijan, the Republic of Belarus, Georgia, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine in the fields of importance for the Republic of Lithuania and these states. The Republic of Lithuania will support the European and Euro-Atlantic integration aspirations of these states taking into consideration the specific features of each state, will encourage more active EU involvement, and will actively contribute to resolution of regional conflicts;

18.5.6. spread concepts and practices of democracy, free market, the rule of law, transparency and accountability, promote independent media and non-governmental organizations, democratic opposition, defend human rights and freedoms in the Eastern Partnership countries and the Russian Federation, promote people to people contacts;

18.5.7. maintain an approach that pursuit of good neighbourly relations and their development with the Russian Federation would be desirable, but only possible when the Russian Federation respects the norms and principles of international law, the sovereignty and territorial integrity of neighbouring countries, carries out its international obligations and implements the
Minsk agreements. The main obstacle for the development of good neighbourly relations with the Russian Federation is its aggressive actions, in particular the annexation of Crimea and aggression against the neighbouring countries, as well as gross violations of international law. As far as this is compatible with the interests of the national security of the Republic of Lithuania and international obligations, ongoing practical co-operation with this country will be maintained. Having carefully examined the potential risks, a decision will be taken regarding a possibility to co-operate with Kaliningrad Region of the Russian Federation in implementing the European and regional projects;

18.6. active participation in strengthening of international security and stability. Being an active and responsible member of the international community, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.6.1. support the efforts of the international community in strengthening the principles and practice of democracy, sustainable development, free market, the rule of law, good governance, defend the fundamental human rights and freedoms as well as the principle of universality of human rights and freedoms and gender equality;

18.6.2. contribute to the efforts of the international community in maintaining global peace and stability, preventing inter-state and ethnic conflicts, resolving frozen conflicts, combating international terrorism and organised crime, contribute with the civil and military capabilities to international operations and missions of NATO, the EU and other international organizations, and coalitions;

18.6.3 actively participate in implementation of international agreements, conventions and initiatives restricting or prohibiting proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, their components and production technologies, also nuclear, chemical and biological substances, devoting considerable attention to problems of nuclear security;

18.6.4 participate in multilateral activities of conventional arms control, seek the increased transparency and regulation related to the tactical nuclear weapons of the Russian Federation, make additional use of bilateral agreements with individual neighbouring countries concerning confidence building and security measures;

18.6.5. seek implementation of the principle of freedom of navigation in the exclusive economic zone of the Republic of Lithuania and international waters and strengthening of protection of the critical maritime infrastructure in co-operation with NATO, the EU and other international organizations;

18.6.6. strengthen negotiation and lobbying capabilities of national institutions and representations abroad, seek smooth co-operation among the institutions in expanding influence of the Republic of Lithuania in international organizations;

18.7. development of the system for identification, assessment and warning of threats, dangers and risks to national security. The Republic of Lithuania will continue developing the system of identification, assessment and warning of threats, dangers and risks to national security based on the warning indicators. Monitoring and assessment of threats, dangers and risks will be integrated into the planning of activities of state institutions and agencies;

18.8. strengthening of intelligence capabilities. Seeking to timely identify and effectively eliminate threats to national security, the Republic of Lithuania will ensure development of human and technical capabilities of intelligence institutions, develop abilities for reducing vulnerability of the
country by active counterintelligence measures, strengthen protection of classified information, seek to identify security gaps and consistently increase the funding of intelligence institutions;

18.9. strengthening of national crisis prevention and management capabilities. The Republic of Lithuania will strengthen capacity and capabilities of institutions involved in crisis prevention and management to rapidly and effectively respond to crises in the Republic of Lithuania, ensure effective interoperability with NATO, the EU and other states in response to crises;

18.10. strengthening of civil protection. In order to ensure civil protection of the population, state and municipal institutions and agencies, other institutions and economic entities during peacetime or wartime, the Republic of Lithuania will strengthen preparedness of the civil protection system and protection of objects of national significance, increase public awareness on the issues of civil protection and self-protection of the population;

18.11. strengthening of public security. In order to reduce threats posed by organized crime and corruption to public security, economic and political life of the State, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.11.1. strengthen prevention and control of the organized crime, with a particular focus on organized criminal groups with links to the intelligence services of other countries or terrorist organizations, as well as crimes that cause the most harm or pose the greatest threat to the society or the State;

18.11.2. ensure credible protection of the EU external border (part of the border of the Republic of Lithuania) and strengthen prevention and control of illegal migration, maintain constant readiness to temporary reintroduce control at the EU internal border;

18.11.3. develop capacity and capabilities of public security institutions to identify and reduce crime threats to national security by strengthening co-ordination of activities among these institutions and operational inter-institutional and cross-border co-operation and by increasing investment in advanced technologies;

18.11.4. implement complex anti-corruption and corruption prevention measures focused on enhancing transparency and responsibility in the public sector, publicity of the legislative process and decisions, elimination of unnecessary regulation, improve instruments for investigation of corruption crimes and imposing of sanctions;

18.12. strengthening of national capabilities to combat terrorism, violent extremism and radicalization. The Republic of Lithuania will strengthen its national capabilities to identify manifestations of radicalization, which could encourage terrorist or extremist activities, and implement measures to prevent radicalization, improve the exchange of information among the institutions about threats of terrorism and violent extremism and for co-operation in reducing these threats;

18.13. ensuring of information security and security of the Lithuanian political system. In order to create a secure information environment and protect its political system, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.13.1. implement national public awareness raising and education policy, strengthen media literacy in order to increase public resilience to information threats;

18.13.2. promote country-wide dissemination and accessibility of media content which is of adequate quality and based on objective information; increase financial transparency of the media;
18.13.3. seek to prevent by legal means the dissemination of information which incites to change the constitutional order of the Republic of Lithuania by force and encroaches on its sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence, which spreads war propaganda and instigates war or hatred;

18.13.4. increase public awareness of the benefits of NATO and the EU membership in order to maintain strong public support for the country’s membership in these organizations;

18.13.5. encourage NATO and the EU to implement measures against the challenges of hybrid warfare in order to protect the political systems of NATO and EU Member States from the efforts of the Russian Federation to exert influence by political, financial, information, cyber and other means;

18.13.6. strengthen strategic communication capacity of state institutions and develop the mechanism for co-ordination of strategic communication carried out by the institutions of the Republic of Lithuania;

18.13.7. inform the international community about information threats and their impact, co-operate with NATO and the EU institutions and other NATO and EU Member States, as well as other partner countries in bilateral and multilateral formats in order to prevent information threats and share best practice and experience;

18.14. strengthening of the preparedness of the society for state defence, strengthening of civil society and the country’s cultural and national identity. In order to enhance the preparedness of the society in relation to threats arising to the State, promote active citizenship and patriotism of the population, the country’s cultural and national identity, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.14.1. strengthen will of the population to defend the State and their total preparedness to resist by providing the possibilities to acquire and enhance military training and skills to carry out non-violent civil resistance;

18.14.2. enhance integration of the Lithuanian Riflemen’s Union into the state defence system, strengthen its preparedness to participate in the armed state defence and organize non-violent civil resistance, support its role in civic and patriotic education;

18.14.3. strengthen patriotism, civic and political engagement, the sense of community of the population, foster the historical memory in order to encourage the public to take responsibility for public life while paying particular attention to children and young people, as well as to those regions of the country in which, according to the studies, active citizenship is weaker;

18.14.4. foster the society’s racial, ethnic and religious tolerance and intolerance of violations of human rights and freedoms;

18.14.5. seek comprehensive participation of ethnic communities in public life, ensuring cohesive national relations;

18.14.6. protect and foster the Lithuanian language, ensure preservation of the ethnic identity as well as tangible and intangible cultural heritage of Lithuanian and other traditional ethnic groups in the Republic of Lithuania;

18.14.7. develop a modern, efficient education system fostering active citizens of Lithuania, allowing to acquire competences and qualifications for ensuring safe and dignified living conditions;
18.15. strengthening of economic and energy security. In order to ensure economic and energy security, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.15.1. implement macro-economic policy aimed at fiscal and monetary stability, sustainable growth of economy, export diversification, and prevention of financial and economic crises; cooperate with other states in order to prevent money laundering, tax evasion, especially through off-shore companies, make funding of agencies, enterprises and organizations important to the State and their financial discipline more transparent;

18.15.2. take measures preventing one investor of the Republic of Lithuania or a foreign investor from dominating in strategic sectors of the economy and preventing the capital which does not meet the national security interests from penetrating the country’s businesses, provide protection to the strategic sectors of the economy, enterprises and equipment, as well as take measures preventing economic entities which do not meet the national security interests from taking over land plots;

18.15.3. ensure a continuous supply of energy from safe and reliable sources, reduce the national energy systems’ dependence on the dominant energy suppliers by diversification and competition of energy sources. In order to ensure national security, electricity import from the neighbouring third countries in which the implementation of nuclear power plant projects poses a threat to the national security, environment and population of the Republic of Lithuania will be limited;

18.15.4. carry out comprehensive integration of the national energy systems into the EU energy market and systems and the common European internal energy market, seek the synchronization of the electricity system with the electricity networks of continental Europe;

18.15.5. reduce energy dependence on import by promoting the use of local and renewable energy sources, implementing energy efficiency measures and evaluating possibilities of nuclear energy use;

18.15.6. seeking to enable the operation of energy undertakings under emergency conditions, in the event of a significant decrease in or a complete failure of supply of energy or its sources, accumulate and store the required reserves of energy sources, strengthen regional co-operation in this field;

18.15.7. take measures complying with national security interests, which enhance competitiveness of the transport infrastructure of the Republic of Lithuania in the region, actively defend the interests of national carriers in foreign markets;

18.15.8. in order to diversify export markets of both goods and services, as well as transit freight flows through the Republic of Lithuania, promote development of the East-West transport corridor, the Baltic Sea-Black Sea transport corridor and the North Sea-Baltic Sea transport corridor, including the European track gauge Rail Baltica railway and Via Baltica road network, to integrate the Republic of Lithuania into the EU transport networks;

18.16. strengthening of cyber security. In order to fully strengthen national cyber security, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.16.1. develop the national cyber security system, with a particular focus on implementation of cyber security requirements and ensuring of cyber security of the critical information infrastructure and state institutions;
18.16.2. strengthen national capabilities to identify and respond to cyber security incidents and eliminate their consequences;

18.16.3. support the development of NATO and the EU, as well as regional cyber security capabilities and incident management co-ordination;

18.16.4. strengthen cyber security culture through the development of co-operation between public, private, non-governmental and academic sectors and co-operation with international partners;

18.16.5. strengthen public awareness of cyber security issues;

18.17. strengthening of social security, improving of demographic situation. In order to promote the social development, social cohesion and improve the demographic situation, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.17.1. seek sustainable regional development oriented towards reduction of economic and social disparities, increase territorial cohesion in the regions by, among other means, effectively using the EU funding;

18.17.2. improve the system of social support and social services by focusing on the reduction of social exclusion;

18.17.3. stimulate the return migration, ensure connection between the State and Lithuanians living abroad seeking that they foster their Lithuanian identity, maintain political, economic, civic and cultural ties with the Republic of Lithuania;

18.17.4. implement measures for creating a family-friendly environment;

18.18. ensuring of environmental protection. In order to ensure environmental protection of the State and implementation of relevant international obligations, the Republic of Lithuania will:

18.18.1. implement the EU requirements, international conventions and protocols in the fields of environmental protection and climate change;

18.18.2. ensure protection against radiation threats, control of radioactive emissions into the environment and monitoring of the environment of nuclear energy facilities; together with the international community seek that the Russian Federation and the Republic of Belarus comply with international and bilateral obligations with respect to nuclear safety and environmental protection, and that infrastructure projects carried out by these countries, particularly the nuclear power plants, do not pose a threat to the environment and the population of the Republic of Lithuania, that they are not constructed at an unsafe distance from the densely populated areas of Lithuania and the capital Vilnius, and are developed and operated in compliance with international requirements for nuclear safety, radiation protection and environmental protection;

18.18.3. seek to prevent and reduce the threats to the safety and health of the population and environment of the country caused by the possible adverse effects of the activities of the planned and ongoing projects of other states.
19. Having regard to the fact that the security environment may change giving rise to new risk factors, dangers and threats to national security, the Republic of Lithuania must be duly prepared to address them and to safeguard its national interests. Acting in compliance with the provisions of the Strategy, the Government of the Republic of Lithuania annually defines the priorities of elimination or reduction of threats and ensures their implementation.

20. The Strategy establishes long and medium-term priorities and objectives of national security policy, however, it must be reviewed in the event of changes in the security environment.

21. The provisions of the Strategy are implemented by means of long-term state programmes for strengthening national security. The Government of the Republic of Lithuania ensures that the provisions of the Strategy and the long-term state programmes for strengthening national security are incorporated into other strategic planning documents and are implemented.

22. The Government of the Republic of Lithuania submits to the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania information about the implementation of the Strategy and the long-term state programmes for strengthening national security by providing a report on the state and development of national security, which is an integral part of the annual activity report of the Government of the Republic of Lithuania.